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I am an equestrian who regularly rides the trails in Griffith Park and have been
doing so for over 30 years.

I am for Restoration of the Illegal Vendor Ordinance for Recreation and Parks
because of the people selling flowers who stand on the south side of Forest
Lawn Drive right where the cars are exiting from the 134 freeway. There is
traffic coming from the 134 North and traffic coming from the 134 South. The
vehicles on the 134 North off ramp have a stop sign and the vehicles coming
under the freeway from the 134 South off ramp do not.

Vehicles are at the stop sign waiting to make sure there is no oncoming traffic
from the left and as they wait, depending on the traffic from the left, a
backup often builds up on to the 134. At the same time, the people selling
flowers are running up to the cars offering their wares. Many times the
vehicles coming off the 134 North off ramp will pull over after the stop sign
(and sometimes right at the stop sign) and these "vendors" then run up to those
cars (the vehicles coming off the 134 South ramp will pull over a little further
along since they have to get around the traffic coming off the 134 North off
ramp). This causes the next car leaving the stop sign to have to pull around the
car that has stopped to purchase flowers. There have been near misses, horns
honking and upset drivers from this activity. All this taking place in front of
signs stating that there is no stopping allowed. (note, I've seen law
enforcement go after the "vendors" but have never seen any vehicles being
given a ticket).

For the equestrians who are using the bridle trail, the problem becomes
dangerous when the "vendors" jump the fence, run across the bridle trail, hide
in the bushes, etc. when they see law enforcement coming by.



For those of us who make use of the park in this area we also have to look at all
the trash these people leave behind: dead flowers in plastic wrap, empty
plastic flower wraps, empty flower boxes - all left by the side of the road, the
freeway off ramps and the bridle path. These can be hazardous to the
equestrians when they starting blowing around when the wind comes up. (Note,
these boxes all have labels with bar codes which can tell you where the flowers
were sold and, if the business are legit, they could use the bar code to identify
who purchased the flowers. Those people are, most likely, the people paying
the "vendors" to sell the flowers and it should then be possible to take legal
action against them.)

Please keep our parks clean and safe and do not allow these "vendors" to sell
their flowers at Forest Lawn Dr. where the Griffith Park bridle path is located.

Thank you.
Alyce
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